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• What does “Judaism teach”?  

• What are “Jews supposed to believe”?  

• What are Jews “supposed to do”?  

• How do we know? 

• Where do we look for the answers?   
 
We will look at three different types of Jewish spiritual conversation,  the assumptions behind each, and the 
pros and cons of each style of discourse. 
 

• Week 1 - The debates about what we do as codified in the definitive texts of Jewish Law (“Halakha”); 

• Week 2 - The discussions about who we are, as found in the open-ended conversation called Midrash; 

• Week 3 - The declarations about what we believe as refracted and reflected in the declarative prayers of 
the liturgy. 

 
 

1. A Google Sampler: 
 

A. What Do Jews Believe? 
 

Jewish people believe in the Torah, which was the whole of the laws given to the Israelities at Sinai. They 
believe they must follow God's laws which govern daily life. Later legal books, written by rabbis, 
determine the law as it applies to life in each new place and time. 
https://www.uri.org/kids/world-religions/jewish-beliefs 

 
 

B. Jews believe that there is a single God who not only created the universe, but with whom every Jew can 
have an individual and personal relationship. 
They believe that God continues to work in the world, affecting everything that people do. 
The Jewish relationship with God is a covenant relationship.  
The Jews keep God's laws 
The Jews seek to bring holiness into every aspect of their lives. 
Jews believe that God appointed the Jews to be his chosen people in order to set an example of holiness 
and ethical behavior to the world. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/judaism/beliefs/beliefs_1.shtml 

 
C. Followers of Judaism believe in one God who revealed himself through ancient prophets.  

Jewish people believe there’s only one God who has established a covenant—or special agreement—
with them. Their God communicates to believers through prophets and rewards good deeds while also 
punishing evil. Most Jews…believe that their (sic) Messiah hasn’t yet come—but will one day. 
https://www.history.com/topics/religion/judaism#:~:text=Jewish%20people%20believe%20there's%20o
nly,come%E2%80%94but%20will%20one%20day 

 

https://www.uri.org/kids/world-religions/jewish-beliefs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/judaism/beliefs/beliefs_1.shtml
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D. The closest that anyone has ever come to creating a widely-accepted list of Jewish beliefs is Rambam's 
thirteen principles of faith. These principles, which Rambam (Maimonides) thought were the minimum 
requirements of Jewish belief, are: 

 

God exists 

God is uniquely One 

God is incorporeal 

God is eternal 

Prayer is to be directed to God alone and to no other 

The words of the prophets are true 

Moses' prophecies are true, and Moses was the greatest of the prophets 

The Written Torah (first five books of the Bible) and Oral Torah (teachings now contained in 

the Talmud and other writings) were given to Moses at Sinai 

There will be no other Torah 

God knows the thoughts and deeds of people 

God will reward the good and punish the wicked 

The Messiah will come 

The dead will be resurrected 

 

https://www.jewfaq.org/beliefs.html 

 

 
 

2. What We Do: The Conversation of Halakha & Midrash Halakha 
 

“The word midrash refers to ‘searching out’ the meaning of, or interpreting, the words of the Torah. Midrash tells 

new stories, answers new questions and forges connections between new Jewish realities and the eternal, 

unchanging biblical text. When this searching centers on ideas, values, or the story and characters of the Torah , 

it is known as midrash aggadah.  When the focus is on Jewish law and practices, it is called midrash halakha.  The 

latter term is also used to refer to a set of works from the talmudic period that are largely made up of legal 

interpretations of the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. The text of the Torah is often 

general or ambiguous even when presenting laws.  Midrash halakha attempts to clarify, specify, or extend a law 

beyond its obvious reference points.” 

 
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/midrash-halakhah/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?rambam
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?g-d
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?prayer
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?prophet
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?moses
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?written
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?oral
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?talmud
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?messiah
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?death
https://www.jewfaq.org/cgi-bin/def.pl?resurrection
https://www.jewfaq.org/beliefs.html
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/midrash-halakhah/
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3. Case Study of The Conversation of Halakha: The Shma: Sitting or Standing? 
Sources gathered by Gabe Greenberg  https://www.sefaria.org/sheets/90756?lang=bi 

 
Deuteronomy 6:4-7: 
Hear, O Israel! The LORD is our God, the LORD alone. You shall love the LORD your God with all your heart and 
with all your soul and with all your might. Take to heart these instructions with which I charge you this day. 
Impress them upon your children. Recite them when you stay at home and when you walk along the way, when 
you lie down and when you get up. 
 

Talmud Tractate Berakhot 10B-11A: 

 

MISHNA: The School of Shammai and the School of Hillel disputed the proper way to recite the Shma. Beit 

Shammai say: One should recite Shma in the manner indicated in the text of Shema itself (i.e., Deuteronomy 6:4-

7). Therefore, in the evening every person must recline on his side and recite Shma, in fulfillment of the verse: 

“When you lie down,” and in the morning he must stand and recite Shma, in fulfillment of the verse: When you 

rise, as it is stated: “When you lie down, and when you rise up.”  

 

And Beit Hillel say: Every person recites Shma as he is, and he may do so in whatever position is most comfortable 

for him, both day and night, as it is stated: “And when you walk along the way,” when one is neither standing nor 

reclining (Me’iri). If so, according to Beit Hillel, why was it stated: “When you lie down, and when you rise”? This 

is merely to denote time; at the time when people lie down and the time when people rise. 

 

The Sages taught in a baraita [a tradition in the Jewish oral law not incorporated in the Mishnah] that Beit Hillel 

say: One may recite Shema in any posture: Standing and reciting, sitting and reciting, reclining and reciting, walking 

and reciting and even working and reciting. 

 

RaMBaM Mishneh Torah ‘Laws of the Shema’ 2:2-3 

 

Everyone may read the Shma in the ordinary postures—standing, walking, lying down or riding on an animal. It is 

forbidden to read the Shema, lying down prone with face to the ground, or lying on the back with face looking up. 

But one may read it while lying on one's side. An extremely corpulent person who is unable to turn on his side or 

one who is sick should slightly turn on his side and then recite the Shema. 

A traveler, journeying on foot, must stand while reciting the first verse. The remaining verses he may read while 

walking.  

Shulchan Arukh, Orach Chayim 61-62 

 

A person must recite Shma with great Kavanna, fear, awe, and trembling, and concentrate in his heart that he is 

now proclaiming the sovereignty of the King, Hakadosh Baruch Hu. Even though Shma is recited in each morning 

and evening prayer service, one must try hard to concentrate on the meaning of the words, as if they were new 

to him…In addition to Kavanna, the person saying Shma must pronounce the letters precisely, being careful not 

to swallow any letter nor to emphasize the soft sounds, or weaken the strong ones… 
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[here comes a Midrash Aggada]….The sages say, "One who recites Shma and is careful to pronounce its letters 

exactly, Gehinnom is cooled down for him" (Babylonian Talmud tractate Berachot 15b).  A person’s ears must hear what 

is coming out of his mouth. After the fact, if he read the words only with his lips but did not hear what he was 

saying, since he mouthed the words, he fulfilled his obligation. However, regarding one who only recited Shma in 

his mind, since he did not mouth the words, he did not fulfill the  mitzva of reciting the Shma.  

 

Lawrence Hoffman, My People's Prayer Book, Vol. 1, 91-92. 

 

Reform congregations say the Shma standing. Halacha prescribes sitting, not standing, for the Shma. The issue 

goes back to a debate [in the Mishna] between Beit Hillel and Beit Shammai…In the ninth century, the Babylonian 

scholar, Amram Gaon, reenforced that position, as part of his religio-political attack on the Palestinian Jewish 

community who said the Shema while standing. His successful championing of the Hillelite perspective eventually 

entered the codes of Jewish law... 

 

Reform Jews, however, saw the Shma as central to their claim that Judaism's uniqueness lay in its discovery of 

ethical monotheism. Wanting to acknowledge the centrality of the Shma, and recognizing that people generally 

stand for the prayers that matter most, they began standing for the Shma despite the Halacha. They justified their 

position by arguing that the halachic act of sitting for the "watchword of Jewish faith" was inconsistent with the 

halachic principle of [understanding the recitation of the Shma as] “accepting the yolk of heaven”: how could one 

not stand to proclaim God is One? 

 

Laws of the Shma  Art Scroll Siddur 2005 edition 

 

If one said Shma without such concentration, he has not fulfilled his obligation [i.e., not done the mitzva of saying 

Shma] and must repeat it; however he should repeat quietly for one may not publicly say the verse of the Shma 

over and over.  

 

Every word must be enunciated clearly and uttered with the correct grammatical pronunciation…when 

reciting…one may not communicate with someone else by winking or motioning with lips or fingers…if one makes 

a mistake reciting, he must go back to where the error occurred and restart from there… 

 

What are the characteristics of The Conversation of Halakha & Midrash Halakha? 

 

• What are the goals of this type of conversation? 

• What is emphasized, questions or answers? Why? 

• What are some “pros” and “cons” of this type of spiritual discussion? 

• Who is in this conversation? 

• To what degree is this conversation fixed? Fluid? 

• (How) Does the conversation of halakha tell us “What Judaism Says About….” 
 


